Snapshot report

Under the agreement for 2015
Camira State School received $269,467

Our full 2015 agreement can be found on our website.

Our school strategies are on track to meet or exceed our targets

During 2015, we have continued our whole school improvement agenda and focused on maximising the benefits of this funding for our students that attend our school. After reviewing our Great Results Guarantee agreement, it is clear that we are on track to meet and in some cases exceed our targeted outcomes. We continue to implement our strategies to ensure that every student is succeeding. A highlight for 2015 was winning the Showcase award for excellence in a Primary School.

Strategies implemented include:

- Implement Individual Curriculum Plans (ICPs) & Behaviour Intervention Plans (BIPs) for identified students.
- Development of new ACCESS referral team / process
- Implement and refine the Pedagogical Framework
- Implement the whole school Reading Strategy
- Provided staff professional development in, reading, writing, pedagogy, staff wellness, relationships, communication, data, mentoring and coaching.
- Introduced Early Years intervention strategy (includes testing, updated programs, phonological awareness testing & pre-prep)
- Establishment of the ACCESS Support Team
- Introduction of a Head of Curriculum / Master Teacher
- 100% Improvement in Staff Moral
- Participate in the regional program by Lyn Sharratt “Putting Faces on the Data”
- Smaller class size in upper school Years 5/6